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 a- G apathetic not, without 

* ab- L abnormal away, from 

* ad- L advent  to, toward 
 ambi L ambivalent, ambidextrous all around, both sides 

 amphi- G amphitheatre all around, both sides 
 ante- L antecedent before 
 anti- (ant-) G antithesis against, not 
 bene- L benefit well 
 bi- L biweekly two, twice 
 cata- G catalogue down 
 circum- L circumference around 

* con- L conference with, together 
 contra- L contradict against 
 de- L detract, deplane, deselect down, away, opposite of 
 di- G digraph two 

* dis- L disappear, disembark opposite of 
   dissect, dismissal apart, away 
 dys- G dyslexia ill, abnormal 

* en- F enjoy, ensue in, into, from 

* en- G encrypt near, within 
 epi- G epigraph on, above 
 eu- G euphony, euphoric good, well 

* ex- L-G export out, from 
 extra- L extraordinary outside, without, except 
 for- OE forget away, opposite, 

completely  hyper- 
*in- 

G 
L 

hyperlink, hyperbole 
inject 

over, beyond, above 
in, into, not * hyp- 

hypo-before vowel 

 

G 
hypochondriac, hypocrisy under, below normal 

* in-  L inject  in, into, not 
 inter- L intercept between 
 intra- L intramural, intravenous within 
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 intro- L introduce, introspection within, to the inside 
? mal- male- L-F malicious, malevolent bad, evil, wrongly 
 

meta-                G 
metamorphosis, metabolism change, alter, across 
metaphysical beyond, higher  

 mis- OE misfortune wrong, bad, opposite of 
 mono- G monotonous, monotone, monopoly single, alone 
 non- A-F nonconformist, nonchalant not, lack of, by no means 

* ob- L object against 

 para- G paralysis, paradigm, paragraph beyond, altered, beside 
 per- L perfume, pervasive through, entirely 
 peri- G perimeter, perinatal around, enclosing 

* poly- G polycentric, polysyllabic many 
 post- L postpone, postwar, posthumous after 
 pre- L prevent before 
 pro- L-G projector for, forward 
 post- L postscript, postpone after 
 re- L reject, redo back, again 
 retro- L retrospect, retroactive behind, backward 
 se- sed- L secession, separate, sedition apart 
 semi- L-G-OE half semicircle, semicolon 

* sub- L submerge under 
 super- L superlative above 
 sur- AF/OF survive above, beyond 

* syn- G synchronize with, together 

 tele- G telescope, telephone, telepathy far 
 trans- L transfer across 
 ultra- L ultrasound, ultraviolet beyond, extremely 
 un- OE unhappy, unseen, unzip, unplug not, opposite of 
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